eSignature for WebCenter Content
HelloSign integrated with Oracle WebCenter Content

Product Specifications

Features & Benefits
 Seamless integration into
WebCenter Content UI
 Bank-level security for legally
binding agreements
 Easy-to-use signing experience for
the sender and signer
 Eliminates turnaround times for
closing agreements
 Alleviates pain and costs of
traditional paperwork agreements
 Less back-and-forth time between
sender and signer by providing
unique features:


Template links



Consolidated PDF’s



Multiple file support, etc.

 Eliminates time required for wetink signatures by unifying and
digitizing the process

HelloSign is the easiest and most secure way for your business to
electronically sign documents. Using HelloSign enables quick and
accessible document processing through an intuitive, user-friendly
signing experience. As a leader in eSignature software, HelloSign
provides its users with unique features such as template links,
consolidated PDF’s, multiple file support, and much more. With
bank-level security, businesses never have to worry about the
protection of their electronic signatures.
TEAM has partnered with HelloSign to provide Oracle WebCenter
Content customers with the ability to integrate HelloSign into their
content management processes and workflows. HelloSign for
WebCenter is the optimal choice for businesses with any number
of documents that demand signatures. Emailing, printing, and
sending for signatures wastes time and effort through the signing
process. TEAM’s integration enables users to eliminate that waste
by streamlining the process to a single interface, resulting in more
accurate tracking, better security, and faster turnaround times.
With HelloSign directly in WebCenter Content, users can
experience the ease and simplicity of managing their content and
their digital signatures all in one place.

About TEAM
TEAM is a global partner with Oracle and a certified Oracle Software
Reseller. Offerings include expert professional services, managed
services such as support and data center hosting, customized
Oracle development team, and a growing set of ECM-related
products. In addition, TEAM also focuses on enhancing the
experience for all their clients and constantly bringing new features
to Oracle products.

